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Transportation

FACT SHEET
PROJECT:
• Closing of all I-295 Southbound lanes (18 miles) from Gardiner to Topsham from 6/15 to 8/30/08.
• Cost of approximately $28.5 million, 90% funded by the Federal Highway Administration.
• Rehabilitation should last 20+ years.
• The Maine Turnpike and Route 201 will serve as detours for this traffic.
• Free EZPass transponders will be given to the first 3,000.
• Pike Industries of Lewiston is the contractor for the project. They will be given incentives for
completing early and will incur penalties for completing late.
• I-295 from Gardiner to Topsham was built with concrete slabs in the early 1970s and is currently
suffering from accelerated deterioration due to a condition known as alkali/silica reactivity (ASR).
SAFETY:
• MaineDOT’s first priority is to ensure the safety of motorists, Route 201 residents, and workers.
• MaineDOT met with municipal officials, tourism representatives, businesses, and legislators and
this full closure was determined to be the safest and least-disruptive option.
• Single-lane closure or diverting traffic to the northbound lane are not viable options because:
o Concrete slabs will be “rubblized.” Since tie-bars go across both lanes to support these
slabs, the “rubblizing” could cause a failure across both lanes and compromise safety of
traveling motorists.
o Increased traffic in one lane would increase the risk of crashes and make it difficult for
emergency vehicles to get to crash locations.
o Shoulder width of the passing lane is too narrow for vehicles to drive safely in the
southbound direction, and there would not be enough room for emergency vehicles to
safely and efficiently reach accident scenes.
• An aggressive communications campaign will encourage commercial vehicles and other motorists
bound for Portland and points south to use the Maine Turnpike.
• Carpooling and travel during off-peak times for commuters using 201 will be encouraged.
• Route 201 traffic plan is being designed, including improvements to Route 197 intersection,
installing flashing lights at the intersection of Route 125 and Route 138, increased street lighting,
work-zone speed limits, and other measures.
PRACTICALITY:
• Economic benefits of travel disruption for three months as opposed to three years were clear for
residents, businesses, and the tourism industry.
• The “get-in, get-out” approach allows MaineDOT to offer financial incentives for contractors to
get the work done early, and there are penalties for being late.
• A completely closed highway increases workspace, allowing flexible staging space and for
multiple crews to work at multiple locations, 16 hours a day, 7 days a week.
ADDITIONAL IMPROVEMENTS:
• MaineDOT will make improvements north and south of the construction area. Three bridges
between Exits 31 and 28 in the Brunswick-Topsham area will be repaired, plus drainage and safety
updates, new guardrails and paving, before June 15th. The 2.18-mile stretch from the Gardiner
tollbooth south to exit 49 will also be repaved and guardrails will be updated before June 15th.

